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AXIOMA
AXIOMA is a 72.0m superyacht designed for stunning beach-house style living. With incredible interiors by
the legendary late designer Alberto Pinto and vast exteriors, including a huge aft swimming pool, AXIOMA is
one of the most sought-after yachts for unforgettable experiences with friends and family.
Yacht refit update
AXIOMA is coming to the end of her dry docking in Palma, having undergone routine maintenance checks
across the past six weeks. This has included a thorough maintenance check of her shaft, stabilisers, tanks
and comprehensive surveys of the interior and exterior, with the yacht now fully prepared for its Atlantic
crossing to the Caribbean.
New water toys and interior update
AXIOMA is well equipped for an action-packed charter, with highly trained and seasoned staff. A new addition
for 2020 is the Castoldi 25 Jet tender, with a fast turbodrive for water sports and bow landing stepped ramp
that’s perfect for beach entertainment. The two existing tenders, including the Contender 35, allow for
guests to explore further around private islands and exclusive beaches. For thrill-seeking guests, two new
Sea-Doo 300hp models provide fast yet comfortable fun. AXIOMA has an extensive water toys collection
for all the family to enjoy, including seabobs, a slide, sailboats, paddleboards, kayaks, wakeboards and more.
The interior has also enjoyed updates with new amenities for the guests. Hermès toiletries can be found
throughout the yacht, with Sothys products available for use within the luxury spa. New Raynaud crockery
compliments the elegant interiors.
With the crew renowned for their themed parties, the yacht’s biggest fancy dress box has also been updated.
Possible themes nights for guests to enjoy include: Mexican, Spanish, Bavarian, Game of Thrones, Harry
Potter, Superheroes and Cuban. These nights prove popular with families and are a great way to ensure
everyone is entertained on board.

Christmas and New Year charter availability in the Caribbean
The positive news surrounding the COVID-19 vaccine and the optimism around travel restrictions being lifted
has resulted in new interest for last-minute winter charter bookings. AXIOMA is due to leave Palma on the 2nd
December, with an anticipated arrive in Saint Martin on the 16th December. She will be available to charter
from 20th December and has availability over Christmas and New Year due to a last minute cancellation.
At this stage there is still uncertainty on the level of access to the islands and the restaurants and hotels that
will be open. The AXIOMA team are regularly updating the itineraries to take this into consideration. With an
abundance of water toys, gym and spa, cinema room and welcoming interiors, the AXIOMA team is ready to
entertain onboard throughout the charter.
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ABOUT YACHTING PARTNERS INTERNATIONAL
Yachting Partners International (YPI) is a bespoke luxury yacht company, offering personalised sales, charter
and yacht management services to global clients. Founded in 1972, YPI is one of the world’s oldest yachting
houses with a reputation for ethical principles, a global outlook and a client-first approach.
By combining principles, expertise and market intelligence with bespoke luxury and data, YPI is the trusted
partner of choice for clients seeking unrivalled yachting experiences from a global team.
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